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why do you always have to be different? it’s 
been centuries since andrel. our people 

have explored all that needs to be explored 
already!

I want to grow 
up to teach just 
like preceptor 

jorrax! 

honestly, 
it’s not even 

fun beating you 
up anymore, 
you’re so 
pathetic--

--so I hope 
you appreciate 

the effort 
I’m putting 

into it.
thank you, 

shalla! one day, 
I’ll show them all! 
they’ll be singing 
my praises across 

the galaxies. 

I 
believe in you, 

norrin…

but, 
 but… 

now, norrin, 
I get no 
joy from 

crushing your 
dreams…

…but 
those are 

dreams that 
need to be 
crushed.

go sit down 
and contemplate 

the wonders 
right here on 

zenn-la.  

but, 
preceptor 

jorrax, there 
are alien 
worlds 

to--
{sigh} 

why can’t 
you be more 

like him? 

a noble 
calling, my 

child!

“…so for choosing 
day, I declare I will 
explore the stars…

like ANDREL, the 
greatest of all 

heroes!”

“by the old 
gods, norrin, I 
would send you 

there today 
if I could!”

ZENN-LA. 
YEARS AGO.
ZENN-LA. 
YEARS AGO.
ZENN-LA. 
YEARS AGO.



once I was known 
as  norrin radd, 
but throughout 

the cosmos I have 
come to be known 

by a different name…

it is a name 
that doesn’t 
inspire much 
singing of 
praises. 

that’s because I 
gave up my previous 

life in a bargain 
to save my planet 

zenn-la and my 
beloved shalla-bal 

from oblivion…

…and in doing so, 
I was granted the 
power cosmic by 
the architect of 
my world’s peril, 

galactus.

tasked with 
finding new worlds 
for my master to 

consume, I have voyaged 
through the universe…

…gifted with the 
abilities to view 

sights norrin 
never dreamed 

he would be 
blessed to see…

…but I am 
always eventually 

reminded…



FACING THE MUSIC

…that this 
existence is 
not meant to 
be a blessing.
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when galactus 
hungers…nothing 

else matters.

my sole purpose is to find
worlds ripe for him to feed on 
and he is quick to remind me…

…he 
knows of 
one such 
available 
world…

…and that he is a 
being not known 
for his patience.

so far, I have 
managed to 

provide him with 
uninhabited 

worlds…

…but those have proved only to 
whet his insatiable appetite…
he craves the kind of energy 

that can only be found on 
worlds teeming with life.



so, which 
billions do I 

condemn to death 
to save the 

woman I love?

I see the 
goodness 

in many 
worlds...

old gods 
of zenn-la, 

help me! 
I…I cannot 

choose.

…and the 
potential 
in others.



wait.

there is an 
energy pulsing 

under the surface 
that practically 
strums like music. 

this 
one.


